Introduction
Since the late 1980s when the concept of shared services first emerged, many multinational
companies (MNCs) have adopted shared service models within their organizations, with the
goal of lowering costs while providing a better service experience. Today, shared service
structures have become common practice in many parts of the organization, in particular in
functions like Finance, IT, Customer Support/Helpdesks and Procurement. Payroll Shared
Services have become more widespread as well, with 40-60% of companies reporting that
they are using shared services in their Payroll function1. Yet, in many organizations Payroll
Shared Services still have not been implemented. Instead, those organizations operate local,
decentralized payroll operations that are embedded in the local operations and
management structures.
Under the impact of the global COVID-19 pandemic, businesses everywhere were forced to
adjust their operations to remote work. As these remote work structures are increasingly
being adopted as the “new normal” beyond the immediate pandemic, this has given a
further impetus for many businesses to consider how to reorganize their work between
local, onshore and global, offshore locations.
If your organization has not adopted Payroll Shared Services yet, now is the time to take a
closer look and evaluate the benefits of such a model for the future of your Payroll
operations.
And even if you have already implemented Payroll Shared Services in your organization, it is
an opportune moment to step back and assess the benefits you have achieved so far and to
determine how you can get the most out of your shared service operations going forward.

Scope of this White Paper
Whether you are still exploring whether or not to implement a Payroll Shared Services
model in your organization, or you have already rolled out Payroll Shared Services and you
are looking for the next steps to maximize the benefits, this white paper is written for you.
In this eBook we will discuss the following topics:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Why move towards a Payroll Shared Services model
What are key design considerations for a Shared Services model
How to successfully implement a Shared Services model
How to evolve a Shared Service model to achieve continuous improvement

So let’s dive in.
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1. Why move to a Shared Services Model for Payroll
Independently of which functions a company centralizes under a shared services model –
Finance, IT, Procurement, HR, Payroll or others – the drivers and motivations for such a
transformation are generally the same and center around a number of key themes. The
most important drivers typically are:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cost Reduction
Process Efficiency and Standardization
Better Controls and Oversight
Support of Business Growth/Scalability
Improved Process and Service Quality
M&A Integration
Technology/Digitization Transformation
Talent Development

Depending on the specific company and the function being moved under a shared services
structure, the scope and magnitude of each driver obviously differs. And, of course,
different companies will pursue a shared services strategy with different objectives what
improvements they are trying to achieve.
A recent survey by Deloitte2 shows which factors actually generate the biggest positive
impact for businesses and where they tend to struggle to achieve positive outcomes:
Figure 1: Impact of Shared Services

Source: Deloitte Global Shared Services Survey Report 2019
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Since cost reduction and process efficiency are two of the most important drivers, it is also
interesting to understand just how much improvement the introduction of a shared services
model actually generates. Deloitte’s Global Shared Service Survey suggests about half of the
companies achieved up to 20% in efficiency gains, and a quarter of the companies managed
to achieved even more than 20% in efficiency gains.
Figure 2: Efficiency Gains from Shared Services

Source: Deloitte Global Shared Services Survey Report 2019

In summary, there are plenty of compelling reasons – some easier to measure than others in
terms of hard economic facts – why moving towards a shared services model makes sense.
So, let’s talk about what you should consider when you are looking to roll out a shared
services model.

2. What are key design considerations for a Shared Services model
Once you have decided that moving towards a shared service structure makes sense, there
are a number of key questions and design considerations that you need to decide on in
order to define a shared services setup that will meet your specific needs and objectives.
Here are 6 of the most critical design considerations you need to analyze and answer for
your organization:
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A.

Central vs. Local Responsibilities

B.

Local vs. Regional vs. Global Hub

C.

Collocation vs. Virtual Setup

D.

Finding a Location

E.

Governance Structure

F.

Technology Platform

Let’s look at each of them in more detail.
A. Central vs. Local Responsibilities
One of the first key questions of course is: What should stay local and what should move
central? This question applies to the processes and subprocesses to be executed in each
function, as well as the roles and responsibilities associated with each process.
Generally, any processes that can be abstracted and standardized from the local
environment lend themselves to be managed centrally in the shared services center.
While at first glance, Payroll processes are often considered to be very local, closer
examination shows that many process steps are actually common across countries and
can readily be abstracted. Here is a categorization of typical payroll responsibilities into
common versus country-specific processes:
Figure 3: Common vs. Country-Specific Processes

Common Processes

Country-Specific Processes

• Definition of governance rules
and structures
• Establishment of data
protection policies
• Communication of change
data to payroll processor
• Review and validation of
calculated gross and net
values prior to approval
• Distribution of payslips to
employees (if electronic)
• Execution of payments
• Implementation of common
workflow, data management
and reporting tools

• Gross-to-net calculations
applying local tax and labor
laws
• Filing of local statutory reports
and submissions
• Tracking and interpretation of
changes in local
laws/compliance
• Handling of employee
inquires (esp. where local
language is required)
• Distribution of payslips to
employees (if physical)

Source: Payzaar Analysis 2020
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Of course, many of the country-specific processes are typically handled by outsourced
payroll service providers anyways, so most of the activities that the customer team still
handles (providing change data, validation of payroll calculations, etc.) can be done
centrally.
B. Local vs. Regional vs. Global Hub
One of the next key questions is whether the shared services structure should sit within
the local country, be organized around a number of regional hubs or be consolidated
into one central global hub. While there is not one single right answer and the approach
largely depends on each company’s situation (e.g. ambition to drive consolidation,
appetite to push change at a global level), the majority of shared service centers today
(51%) are set up as regional support centers, with each regional center serving one or
two regions.
Figure 4: Local vs. Regional vs. Global Shared Service Centers

Source: Deloitte Global Shared Services Survey Report 2019

C. Collocation or Virtual Setup
Another important decision is whether to set up your shared services centers (SSCs) as
collocated centers or as a virtual structure. Collocation implies that the shared services
staff is physically located in the same office. A virtual setup means that the shared
services staff closely works together as one team under the same management
structure while being physically dispersed across different locations. Here again, there is
no right-or-wrong answer, there are pros and cons for either model.
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Figure 5: Pros and Cons of Collocation vs. Virtual Setup

Collocation

Virtual

+ Easier to manage
+ Closer interaction amongst
team members, more active
exchange of idea and
information
+ Low labor cost rates (based
on location selected)
– Requires investment into
infrastructure/office space
– Talent pool tied to local talent
environment
– Requires more time to set up
– Higher risk due to single point
of failure (e.g. natural disaster
in SSC location)

• Tap into global talent pool, no
local constraints
• Ability to retain existing talent
without relocation
• Faster time to go-live
• Stronger business continuity
since not tied to single
location
• Requires more effort to
manage
• Weaker sense of cohesion,
team spirit and active
exchange harder to promote
• Possible physical tasks not
viable to be managed virtually

Source: Payzaar Analysis 2020

Of course, the fallout of the global COVID-19 pandemic has imposed remote work
environments in many parts of the world and hence most companies today may de facto
be forced to operate under a virtual shared services setup, whether they like it or not,
and the question of collocating staff in the same office may not even pose itself at least
in the foreseeable future.
D. Picking a location
If you do choose to collocated your shared service team in the same physical location,
you next have to decide on the right location for your shared service center (SSC). A
variety of factors should go into the consideration what is the right location for your
shared service center. Some of the key considerations are typically:
•
•
•
•
•

Labor costs / labor arbitrage, i.e. what is the cost for qualified staff compared to
the company headquarters
Labor quality / labor pool, i.e. how skilled (including language skills) are the
employees in the local labor market and how big is the labor pool
Political and regulatory environment, i.e. how stable is the local environment,
how strong is the support for international businesses
Infrastructure factors, i.e. does the country have a strong telco and logistics
infrastructure that support the business needs
Tax and subsidy advantages, i.e. can the business optimize its tax position or get
other subsidies by opening an office the chosen location
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The importance of the different factors of course depends on each respective business.
Overall, companies assign the following importance to various decision factors:
Figure 6: Importance of Different Factors for Selection of SSC Location

Source: Deloitte Global Shared Services Survey Report 2019

Based on the above criteria, there are a number of key locations that are typically
preferred as SSC locations around the world:
Figure 7: Preferred Locations for Shared Service Centers

Source: Deloitte Global Shared Services Survey Report 2019
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E. HR vs. Finance vs. GBS
Another key consideration for the setup of the shared services center is the governance
structure. Who takes the ownership of the shared services operations, how is the shared
service center being managed? Different fundamental options exist:
• Managed by the immediate business function (i.e. in the case of Payroll either by
the HR or Finance function)
• Managed by a dedicated Global Business Services function (GBS) which typically
manages a variety of back-office functions as a shared services structure
• Managed by another group/function
According to Deloitte’s Global Shared Services study, the most common governance
setup is the management of the shared services structure by a GBS (approx. 50%),
although a GBS-led structure tends to be less common for smaller companies (<$5 B in
revenues).
Figure 8: Governance Structures for SSCs

Source: Deloitte Global Shared Services Survey Report 2019

F. Technology Enablement
In order to really reap the benefits of a shared services model, it is not enough to simply
move activities previously performed within the local businesses into a shared services
organization. While such a “lift and shift” of activities and resources into a shared service
structure may yield some immediate cost advantages in form of labor arbitrage (i.e.
replacing expensive onshore resources with less expensive offshore resources), it fails to
tap into transformational synergies. Only once you standardize and digitize the
operations in the shared services structure are you able to maximize the efficiencies and
service quality. Standardizing and digitizing service operations is truly transformational
and requires careful planning: Which processes can be standardized, which processes
need to remain “local” (i.e. require different treatment)? Where can technology help to
digitize manual, offline workflows?
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Part of this transformation should be the implementation of a strong technology
platform within the shared services organization. Such a technology platform has
multiple effects:
• It acts as a forcing function to align and standardize processes (i.e. the
technology “prescribes” a certain process that the entire team needs to follow)
• It helps to remove time-consuming manual intervention from the operations and
frees up more time for other value-added activities
• It creates opportunities for team-wide best practice sharing by having all the
team members work with the same tools
• It creates better transparency and traceability of the shared service operations
(i.e. tracking process KPIs to drive continuous improvement efforts)
At the same time, such a central technology platform should be flexible and open to
allow for different “local” tools that may still be required in order to perform the work.
In the case of Payroll Shared Services, a single central technology platform should be
considered that can help to:
• manage workflows and tasks across the entire service team
• manage communication and document exchange as part of the workflows
• provide strong central reporting capabilities across the payroll data being
processed
• provide powerful data integration with other systems (e.g. HR, Finance) and
automated data validations
while remaining flexible and open to interoperate with different local payroll calculation
engines that run the actual gross-to-net calculations. To learn more about such a
technology platform to power your payroll shared services, visit
www.payzaar.com/solutions.
Once you have defined the above key dimensions of your shared services concept, you are
now in a position to conduct a cost-benefit analysis and articulate the business case for your
shared services strategy. This is a very important part of your overall shared service concept
as it will help you to solicit the necessary buy-in from key stakeholders (i.e. senior
management) and will help to set clear targets against which to measure the
implementation of your shared services initiative.

3. How to successfully implement a Shared Services model
With the high-level dimensions of your shared service concept defined and a strong
business case in hand, you are now ready to focus on the implementation of your shared
services strategy. The implementation involves 4 key steps or phases:
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Figure 9: Key Implementation Phases
A. Design

B. Pilot

1. Establish clear
project structure and
plan
2. Define future
process model

1. Define & document
detailed process
maps
2. Select technology
platform

3. Define enabling
technology

3. Put in place initial
SSC team

4. Develop
organizational model

4. Pilot process and
technology for select
scope

5. Develop
governance
structure
6. Define SLAs

C. Implement

D. Optimize

1. Define transition plan
for all processes
2. Prepare and
execute change
management
3. Recruit and train
SSC team
members
4. Carefully project
manage the
transition
5. Manage relationships
with business
partners (internal and
external)

1. Track the
performance against
SLAs and business
case
2. Put in place continuous
improvement framework
3. Refine people,
process and
technology
4. Report results to senior
management and
business partners

E. Communicate
1. Ensure transparent and frequent communication with all stakeholders (employees, senior management, partners)
throughout the process

One of the key decisions in your implementation approach is whether you standardize and
technology-enable your processes BEFORE, DURING or AFTER your move them into the
shared services center. As a recent study by PWC shows that the majority of businesses
implementing shared services models prefer to streamline and technology-enable the
processes AFTER they move them into the shared services structure (55%), only few decide
to align processes and implement common technology BEFORE they move (11%).
Figure 10: Implementation Approaches

Route 1: Move into SSC and
standardize processes and IT
at the same time
Route 2: First move into SSC,
then standardize processes
and IT
Route 3: First standardize
processes and IT, then move
into SSC

Source: PWC Shared Services –
Digitalize your Services
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One of the appealing aspects about first moving operations before trying to streamline
processes and technology (i.e. a “life and shift” approach) is that it reduces the number of
“moving parts” and hence reduces the complexity of the transition. It also allows the
organization to realize some quick wins through simple labor arbitrage in order to
demonstrate cost savings and gain the support the senior stakeholders.
No matter what the sequence of change, it is critically important to achieve an effective fit
among people, process, and technology that make up the shared service operations.
Processes and technology, in particular, should be designed in hand-in-hand, take into
consideration the capabilities and constraints of both. Otherwise the risk is that the
processes are defined in ways that are too complex to be captured by the technology or,
vice versa, the technology is implemented in a way that does not meet the real process
requirements and operational performance goals.
Finally, there are a number of key learnings from those who have ventured through a
shared services journey and rolled out a SSC concept in their organization:
Figure 11: Recommended Improvements to Ensure a Successful SSC Rollout

Source: Deloitte Global Shared Services Survey Report 2011

Most of the improvement recommendations pointed out by the experience shared service
experts who have lived through a shared services transformation themselves have to do
with stronger communication, stakeholder involvement, governance, reporting and decision
processes around the project implementation itself.
The only exception is the #2 item on the above list which speaks to the importance of
aligning process and technology changes as part of the shared services rollout. As we have
observed in our own experience, far too many companies are rolling out shared services in
their organization and thereby changing processes and people’s roles without adequately
considering how they need to change the support technology environment in order to
ensure the sustained success of the new shared services operating model. This frequently
leads to frustrating experiences in the new shared services organization and challenges in
achieving the performance targets that the organization has set for itself.
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Conclusion
The rollout of a shared service model is a complex undertaking that requires careful
planning and consideration around people, processes and technology. While a “lift and
shift” approach can yield some quick wins, it does not realize the full potential of a shared
service structure. In order to maximize the transformational value, you need to streamline
your processes and implement a technology platform that will enable the consistent process
execution across your entire shared service footprint.
If you have questions around streamlining your processes and rolling out a technology
platform to power your shared service operations, please contact us and we would be
happy to discuss our experience in more depth: info@payzaar.com.
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